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In this issue of Genes & Development, Revyakin and
colleagues (pp. 1691–1702) measure the relation between
individual RNA polymerase II transcription events and
transcription factor assembly by counting RNA transcripts
retained on the template DNA using single-molecule fluorescence.

The marriage of biology, chemistry, mathematics, and
physics has been a long and fruitful one. From the earliest
days of optics and microscopy to the recent development
of automated instrumentation with the power to resolve
large numbers of individual molecules simultaneously,
each discipline has found in the other a field in which to
formulate and explore new ideas. Despite the ever-growing specialization required to perform at the cutting edge
of each of these disciplines, research performed at their
interfaces has served almost as a counterpoint to this
specialization, underscoring the fundamental oneness of
scientific knowledge. In this issue of Genes & Development, Revyakin et al. (2012) introduce the human RNA
polymerase II (Pol II) transcriptional machinery to chemically modified glass coverslips sparsely coated with
single DNA molecules and use advanced microscopy and
imaging to count the number of times each separate DNA
molecule is transcribed, thus laying the groundwork for
quantitative characterization of eukaryotic transcription.
Gene regulation by the eukaryotic transcriptional machinery achieves specificity, in part, thanks to combinatorial libraries of proteins and promoter structure and
sequence determinants. Six general transcription factors
(GTFs; TFIIA, TFIIB, TFIID, TFIIE, TFIIF, and TFIIH),
which bind to the key core promoter elements, are
required, in addition to Pol II itself, for ‘‘basal’’ levels
of transcription; i.e., levels of transcription that can be
detected in an in vitro transcription system. In vitro, their
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order of assembly into the preinitiation complex (PIC) can
be linear. Thus, on a TATA-box-containing promoter,
TFIID is able to bind to the DNA on its own through
binding of its TBP (TATA-box-binding protein) subunit
to the TATA-box. This interaction is greatly stabilized
by further binding of TFIIA and TFIIB. The binding of
TFIIB then allows recruitment of Pol II and TFIIF onto
the promoter, followed by binding of TFIIE and TFIIH
(Orphanides and Reinberg 2002; Krishnamurthy and
Hampsey 2009).
The first point made in this work is that the basal
transcription reaction, dependent on the factors just
mentioned, can be reconstituted on surface-tethered
DNA templates, where the statistics of discrete transcription events can be obtained by single-molecule
observation. Several important obstacles had to be overcome before components of the transcription machinery
as well as its products could be enumerated at singlemolecule resolution (Fig. 1). From a biochemical standpoint, just the six human GTFs involve upwards of 40
polypeptides and must be purified from either overexpression systems or human cell cultures. Furthermore, a
surface chemistry compatible with the protein system is
essential, as the high surface to volume ratio of reaction
chambers makes some proteins prone to inactivation; for
instance, by adsorption to the surface. The investigators
describe a novel combination of standard silane–PEG
(polyethylene glycol) functionalization, followed by treatment with polysiloxane to passivate glass surfaces. This
modification prevents TFIID inactivation by standard
silane–PEG surfaces, as shown by quantitatively comparing bulk with surface-based, enumerated transcription
activities. DNA targets are fluorescently labeled at the
surface-tethered end, allowing for their (x, y) localization
to within tens of nanometers using low-background total
internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy and a
sensitive electron-multiplying charge-coupled device
(EMCCD) detector. The promoter used is a previously
described, rationally designed ‘‘supercore’’ promoter
(Juven-Gershon et al. 2006) with optimized TATA-box,
initiator (Inr), motif ten element (MTE), and downstream
promoter element (DPE), all of which favor efficient
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Figure 1. Multicolor, single-molecule observation of eukaryotic transcription. A DNA target bearing a promoter and labeled
with a Cy5 fluorophore is detected and localized using singlemolecule fluorescence imaging and localization. (A) If the DNA
has undergone a single round of transcription, then only one
Cy3-labeled probe complementary to the RNA transcript will be
hybridized, colocalized with the DNA, and enumerated by
single-step photobleaching. Template usage and initiation rates
can be determined as a function of GTF or TAF presence by
labeling the component of interest with a QDot (QD). (B) If the
DNA has undergone several rounds of transcription, then that
number can be determined by enumerating the hybridized,
colocalized probes via detection of discrete photobleaching events.

TFIID binding. The supercore promoter on each DNA
target directs transcription toward the surface, and the 59
end of the transcript contains an unstructured sequence
that is probed for in situ with a complementary, fluorescently labeled probe. The transcription unit is long
enough (on the order of a few hundred base pairs) that
several elongating Pol II molecules can simultaneously be
accommodated on the target DNA and captured at the
surface, where they cannot terminate transcription.
A second EMCCD is dedicated to observing fluorescence of the labeled probe, and ultraresolution analysis
of colocalization between the target DNA fluorescence
and RNA probe fluorescence indicates whether or not
an RNA is seen to colocalize with the DNA. Unbiased
colocalization is used to assess probe specificity and
efficiency, both of which are remarkably high (;100%
and 80%, respectively). Counting RNA probe photobleaching steps provides a way of quantifying the number
of transcripts per target DNA. Finally, a large imaging field
of view must be obtained so as to observe enough DNA
molecules (typically a few thousand in a 100-3-100-mm
field of view) and maximize data collection. In this manner,
Revyakin et al. (2012) were able to count the number of
transcribed DNA molecules and the number of individual
transcripts associated with each DNA molecule. The
experiment consisted of localizing DNA templates in a
field of view, introducing the Pol II transcription machinery,
allowing it to work for several tens of minutes, hybridizing
the RNA probe, and counting the number of probes per
DNA.
Colocalization of DNA fluorescence and hybridization
probe fluorescence indicates template utilization. As
discussed further on, it was seen to be fully dependent on
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promoter sequence and probe sequence and responds as
expected to changes in DNA and protein determinants.
The level of template utilization approached 40%, which
was in good agreement with bulk biochemical results.
Importantly, those molecules used are transcribed only
once, on average, and the number of transcripts per DNA
follows the Poisson distribution expected for this mean.
This distribution is not affected by increasing Pol II,
TFIID, or the other GTFs, indicating that the reaction
is not rate-limited by the key reaction components. If
transcription events are independent and uncorrelated,
then indeed this Poisson distribution for the number of
transcripts per used DNA can be expected. If transcription
events are positively correlated—for instance, if TFIID
stays bound for long periods and allows for repeated rounds
of initiation—then one would expect the likelihood of the
second transcription event to instead be greater than that of
the first.
Revyakin et al. (2012) then used the properties of their
assay to link binding of TFIID to transcription events. In
these experiments, the DNA, TFIID, and RNA were
probed for in succession. The DNA was labeled and
localized and seen to photobleach in a single step as
described before, and then the GTFs, Pol II, and ribonucleoside triphosphates (NTPs) were introduced into the
reaction chamber. By using TFIID labeled with a quantum
dot (QDot), long-term imaging of this component was
accomplished. However, this comes at the cost of a
photo-physical ‘‘blinking’’ behavior that these solid-state
emitters can exhibit and that can cause their photon
signal to fluctuate dramatically, leading to some uncertainty as to interpretation of the observed QDot-TFIID
residence on a DNA template. Finally, the RNA was
observed after the reaction by probe hybridization and
was photobleached and enumerated as described earlier.
The arrival time for QDot-TFIID on a DNA template is
slow and diffusion-limited in these experiments, and
upon binding, the protein appears to reside on the DNA
for extended periods of time, which is consistent with
previous measurements in bulk reactions (Burley and
Roeder 1996). However, after the GTF is seen to bind,
the photon counts from QDot-TFIID undergo strong
fluctuations. Although it is quite likely that this is due
to QDot blinking behavior, it cannot yet be ruled out
that the fluctuations correspond to transcription factor
unbinding followed by rapid rebinding due to local concentration effects. Overall, this experiment indicates
that in the absence of QDot-TFIID colocalization, <5% of
DNA molecules show detectable transcription in this
measurement set, whereas in the presence of QDot-TFIID
colocalization, a full 25% of DNA molecules show detectable transcription. It is important to note that the 5%
level of template utilization is also observed in the
absence of key components of the reaction (e.g., TFIID
or NTPs), meaning it likely corresponds to nonspecific
probe–protein interactions and thus is an overestimate of
template utilization. Finally, QDot-TFIID was observed
to colocalize to a full 40% of DNA targets for which
productive transcription was detected. Because TFIID
is required for Pol II transcription, as verified by the
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investigators, and because the QDot is tethered to TFIID
via a potentially labile antibody–antigen interaction rather
than a covalent interaction, it is likely that the remaining
60% of the DNA targets were bound to TFIID that was
dissociated from its label and therefore simply not observed. Thus, to resume, the presence of QDot-TFIID
makes it more than five times likelier for a given DNA
molecule to support productive transcription than in the
absence of QDot-TFIID.
In addition to reproducing factor-dependent basal transcription, Revyakin et al. (2012) showed that inclusion of
the transcription factor Sp1 into the system leads to a
twofold increase in transcription; i.e., to a low but clearly
detectable level of transcription activation. Transcription
activation encompasses a number of processes that rely
on very different mechanisms. Perhaps the simplest and
best-understood mechanism is the stabilization of the
initiation complex by a transcription factor, an ‘‘activator,’’
that provides additional protein–DNA and/or protein–protein
contacts. Many activators can stabilize the initiation
complex by binding to a target DNA site and contacting
members of the basal transcription machinery, including
TBP-associated factors (TAFs) within TFIID. Sp1 is one
such transcription factor and seems to activate transcription through a protein–protein contact with TAF4, at
least in an in vitro transcription system. Thus, in previous
work, Sp1-dependent transcription activation in vitro could
be observed upon addition of TFIID or a partial TFIID
complex containing TBP, TAF1 (TAFII250), TAF2 (TAFII150),
and TAF4 (TAFII110), but not upon addition of TBP alone
or the partial TFIID complex lacking TAF4. This correlated with the ability of TAF4, but not TBP or other TAFs,
to associate with Sp1 (Chen et al. 1994). The activation
described by Revyakin et al. (2012) was observed only on a
modified supercore promoter on which the initiator
sequence had been weakened and did not result from an
increased rate of reinitiation; in other words, the mean
number of transcripts per DNA was unchanged. It is
therefore highly likely that it reflects increased template
utilization (in other words, an increased number of initiation complexes) and thus results from the transcription
activation mechanism just described; i.e., stabilization of
the initiation complex on the promoter.
In vivo, transcription activation is thought to result
mostly from increased rates of reinitiation, which likely
result at least in part from the persistent binding of some
of the GTFs at the promoter after departure of the RNA
polymerase. Previous studies have sought to determine
what is left on the promoter after the first round of
transcription, but in bulk biochemical assays, it is difficult to link such observations to reinitiation efficiency.
Early studies combining assays on immobilized templates as well as competition assays showed that in a
system consisting of purified GTFs including either TBP
or TFIID and RNA Pol II, TBP or TFIID remained stably
bound to the template after departure of the polymerase.
The other GTFs were found to dissociate from the promoter: TFIIB was released upon addition of nucleotides,
followed by TFIIE, TFIIF, and TFIIH, all of which dissociated after transcription initiation; released TFIIF was

capable of rebinding to stalled RNA polymerase (Zawel
et al. 1995). As described above, Revyakin et al. (2012)
found that in the most common pattern, TFIID binds
relatively slowly to DNA and then remains bound for the
duration of the experiment, consistent with the idea of
TFIID binding being very stable. However, the jitter in the
fluorescent signal prevented them from determining
whether TFIID remained bound on the very promoters
that had fired at least one RNA polymerase; i.e., that had
produced an RNA molecule.
In any case, however, it is clear that more than just
TFIID remaining bound to the promoter is needed to
render reinitiation on the same template more efficient
than the pioneer round of transcription initiation. In a
yeast system, inclusion of the mediator and TFIIA in
reactions performed on immobilized templates led to
mediator itself, TFIID, TFIIA, TFIIF, TFIIH, and to a lesser
extent, TFIIE remaining bound to the promoter after a
single round of transcription, and this ‘‘scaffold’’ was
more stable in the presence of a Gal4-VP16 activator
bound to the promoter (Yudkovsky et al. 2000). Correlating
with this larger stability of the scaffold, Gal4-VP16 increased transcription rates, suggesting an increased rate
of reinitiation. The system described by Revyakin et al.
(2012) should, in principle, allow the study of transcription activation by increased reinitiation, as it should be
compatible with inclusion of additional factors in the
transcription reactions, including various forms of the
mammalian mediator and different activators. The effect
of such additions on reinitiation could be monitored by
counting the number of RNA molecules accumulated by
each template.
More to come from single-molecule
observation methods
In the past few years, methods using fluorescently labeled
molecules have proven increasingly valuable for studying
complex multicomponent assemblies at single-molecule
resolution (note that similar approaches are also being
adopted that do not have single-molecule sensitivity but
are still extremely valuable) (Bonham et al. 2009). Named
CoSMoS (for colocalization single-molecule spectroscopy),
the single-molecule approaches have led to striking
successes, including but not limited to real-time, singlemolecule DNA sequencing (Eid et al. 2009); the direct
observation of charged tRNAs binding to, and depleted
tRNAs releasing from, the ribosome during polypeptide
synthesis (Uemura et al. 2010); observation of bacterial
transcriptional activation by the hexameric AAA+ protein NtrC (Friedman and Gelles 2012); and direct observation of spliceosome assembly and kinetics (Hoskins
et al. 2011). Just as remarkably, the latter experiments
have demonstrated that it is possible not only to study
complexes reconstituted from purified components in
vitro, but to make a large step toward in vivo conditions
by working with complete cell extract in which the proteins of interest have been replaced by versions bearing
fusion tags (e.g., Snap, Clip, and Holo tags). Several protein
components can therefore be labeled simultaneously in
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extract with different fluorophores, providing an attractive
alternative to working with purified protein components
in a reductionist approach. Despite the simultaneous
presence of multiple components, discrete binding events
can still be observed, and the kinetics of assembly can be
quantified.
Indeed, although single-molecule enumeration of a
complex reaction at its beginning and end is extremely
informative, one of the unique strengths of surface-based
single-molecule observation is its intrinsic ability to simultaneously monitor multiple components interacting in
multistep reactions in real-time. In conventional biochemical assays, diffusion and unsynchronized molecular
interactions can make the measurement of multistep
reaction kinetics particularly challenging. Often, reaction
conditions may need to be tuned to optimize each individual step at which the reaction is to be synchronized,
leading to a multiplicity of experimental conditions and
complicating global reconstruction of reaction kinetics.
In addition, although order-of-addition experiments can
allow one to tease apart the causal relationships between
components of such reactions, they may themselves
represent perturbations of the system.
In the appropriate single-molecule assay, many of these
problems are eliminated, and a single experimental design can provide several observables. By simultaneously
visualizing multiple components acting on an individual,
spatially localized target, there is no need to synchronize
a reaction, as the beginning and end of each binding event
can, in principle, be directly observed and timed. Thus,
microscopic on and off rates can both be measured in the
same assay without changing experimental conditions.
Observing components coming and going from their target will obviously also provide information on the order
of assembly of a complex, and by using photobleachingbased enumeration as described earlier, one may even
count how many instances of a given component are
involved in a complex. Ultimately, one expects that the
experimental data can even be used to derive a fuller
kinetic description of multipathway systems in unified
reaction conditions. Furthermore, by providing a complete
and continuous timeline of the reaction, even transient and
rare events can be detected and accounted for.
If applied to the question of PIC assembly, these
methods could shed light on the order in which the basal
transcription factors join various types of core promoters
in a crude extract. In particular, one could determine
whether TFIIA always joins the PIC and whether it does
so before or after TFIIB or both. Similarly, the order of
binding of a transcriptional activator relative to basal
factors could be determined, leading to better insight into
how the PIC is stabilized, as illustrated by Sp1 in the
experiments of Revyakin et al (2012).
As interactions between distant regulatory elements
and PICs presumably require DNA wrapping or looping to
bring sites into contact with one another, it is clear that
the mechanical properties of DNA and DNA wrapped
into nucleosomes (i.e., chromatin) can also come into
play as an additional ‘‘DNA determinant’’ for the regulation of gene expression. In fact, transcription reinitiation
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seems to be dependent on the formation of a loop bringing the transcription start site in close proximity to the
polyadenylation site in a manner dependent on TFIIB
(Singh and Hampsey 2007; Perkins et al. 2008; Lainé et al.
2009).
In principle, such DNA looping interactions can be
observed and controlled in single-molecule DNA nanomanipulation experiments using optical tweezers or
magnetic trapping. More generally, these nanomanipulation approaches can provide for a direct, real-time readout
of protein activity and have been used, for instance, to
study promoter opening and escape (Revyakin et al. 2004,
2006), transcription elongation (Abbondanzieri et al.
2005), collisions with nucleosomes (Jin et al. 2010),
and transcription termination (Larson et al. 2008) by
Escherichia coli RNA polymerase. Optical trapping experiments have also recently provided insight into the
mechanisms of Pol II elongation (Larson et al. 2012),
stalling (Galburt et al. 2007), and interactions with
nucleosomes (Hodges et al. 2009). Combining a nanomanipulation method with the single-molecule fluorescencebased detection of component presence as described by
Revyakin et al. (2012) could help address questions of
timing of complex activity as it relates to complex
assembly. The main obstacle here is the required throughput: As eukaryotic transcription initiation is not a deterministic process, one must be able to watch large
numbers of DNA molecules in order to detect with
statistical significance the 20%–40% fraction that initiates
transcription. Magnetic trapping, which can be scaled to
work on numerous molecules in parallel, may provide a
means for combining high-throughput single-molecule
visualization and manipulation. However, even on their
own, these novel high-throughput visualization methods
hold enormous promise for detailed understanding of
multicomponent reaction kinetics and show what is to
come when the field of single molecules goes beyond
single molecules.
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